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A Note fro
m Paul Fis

h:

Now is the
 best time

 to get ou
t and enjo

y the wint
er back-

country. Y
ou might e

ven try a 
new sport.

 For novic
es (even

experts) t
here are c

lasses all
 over the 

country. Y
ou can

learn ever
ything fro

m Avalanch
e Skills t

o Snowshoe
ing.

Mountain G
ear even s

ponsors an
d attends 

a few, lik
e the

Ouray Ice 
Festival a

nd the Bey
ond the Gr

oomed Tele
mark

Clinic.

Attending 
festivals 

and clinic
s is one o

f the best
 parts

of my job.
 We can sh

are storie
s, compare

 notes on 
places

to go and 
gear we ne

ed, and ma
ybe even c

limb or sk
i

together.

I also get
 invaluabl

e feedback
 from you.

 Feedback 
I can

take back 
to our sta

ff so we c
an serve y

ou better.
 Hope to

meet some 
of you thi

s winter, 
and rememb

er to get 
out and

play.

Paul Fish
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Order Anytime
800-829-2009

www.mountaingear.com

FREE SHIPPING
everyday - all the time

All regularly priced items receive

FREE Standard Shipping
on orders of $49.00 or more

See order form for details

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
on every purchase

We guarantee every product we sell

If a product does not meet your 
expectations, we promise to repair it,

replace it or give you a refund 

BEST PRICES GUARANTEED

If you find a lower price on the same item
in-stock at any authorized US dealer we

will gladly match the price up to 14 days
after your purchase

Printed on recycled paper
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About our cover…
Hometown heroes exhibit their prized
(and well-tested) ski equipment at the 
La Skieda Tele Festival in Livigno, Italy

Photo By Ace Kvale

Bill Chandler

Paul schenkenberger
Tops out at OURAY

Eric, Rob, Dave, Erin and Peter
at the TeleDaZe Ski Race

at Ingraham
on Rainier
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Met 5 Jacket — by The North Face
This powered up soft shell supplements warmth at
the touch of a button. Integrated into the Power
Shield stretch fabric are Polartec Heat panels that,
when activated, quickly turn thermal heat zones
toasty. Raised buttons allow gloved toggling between
high and medium, and the LED logo indicates mode
and power when dialing up heat in cold conditions.
•Wt. 24oz. (w/o batteries) •Polartec Power Shield  •Polartec Heat fabric
w/controller •Gen 2 heat kit included •Athletic fit

Men’s: S-XL   Black   #101305   $600.00

Black

iPod Jacket — by Burton
This trick jacket tunes in your soundtrack with fully integrated cordage. An iPod
fits perfectly into the molded chest pocket and the sleeve sports a Softswitch
panel, which controls the unit via a seam-taped woven-fabric data cable. Shelled
with Stormlite fabric, sealed with taped pack-friendly seams, and custom mesh
lined for maximum comfort. A goggle pocket, waist gaiter and Crossflow
venting all add to the groovy on-hill experience.
•Stormlite 5 fabric •Molded iPod chest pocket •Waist gaiter •Softswitch control panel
•Goggle pocket •ALS mesh lining

Men’s: S-XL   Stealth Gray   #102676   $379.00

Detail

Detail Inside Pocket

Wizard Jacket — by GoLite
Aerodynamic is how we classify this speedy multi-
use shell. The seam-taped main body is made of
three-layer waterproof/breathable fabric, which is
enhanced with ergonomic stretch panels for
additional mobility. The hood hangs with a stiffened
beak, hem cords glow in the dark, and mesh pockets
provide an extra venting option, while a unique cuff
features a watch window to check your vert while
on the move. For unexpected cold snaps, work
magic with the pull-out liner gloves and balaclava.
•Wt. 20oz. •Alchemy 3 fabric w/Alchemy3 Stretch panels
•C-Thu Endurance ConvertiCuff & SkullGlove
•MP3 pocket w/ear phone guide loops

Men’s: S-XL   Twilight, Fatigue   #104067   $299.00

Twilight

Fatigue

Detail Watch Wiindow

Outerwear Innovations

Phenomenon EL Jacket — by Marmot
A beacon of backcountry brightness, the Phenomenon provides an illuminating
perspective. The wrist and back panels utilize a built-in power source to literally
glow in the dark, providing emergency light for map reading or staying found.
The shell itself is five-star, using soft-textured stretch Gore-Tex, full seam taping,
an adjustable hood and venting pit zips to deliver high-wattage performance
while shedding new light on dark tasks.
•Wt. 28oz. •Stretch Gore-Tex XCR •Safety lighting technology •Pit zips •Inside water bottle cargo pocket
•Cranium cord adjustment

Men’s: S-XL   Real Red/Lava, Electric   #105195   $749.00

Black

Red/Lava

Met 5 Vest — by The North Face
The first to incorporate on-demand insulation into
a soft shell, this tech vest uses an innovative
electronic textile to provide an extra charge of
heat. Polartec PowerShield wind and
weatherproofs, while Polartec Heat technology
allows cold owners to crank up temps at the
touch of a button.
•Wt. 18oz. (w/o batteries) •Includes Heat Kit

Men’s: M-XL   Black   #100976   
$399.00   OUR PRICE $279.98

Black
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Mountain Gear Ski & Snowboard Package Deals

Photo: John Latta
Eric Ryan teles above the Wildcat Glacier near Mistaya Lodge, Canadian Rockies, BC

www.mountaingear.com

• FREE Shipping on all regular priced 
Skis, Snowboards, Boots & Bindings*

• FREE professional mount and tune 
with purchase of any Ski & Binding combo

• 10% OFF regular priced Boots and/or
Bindings with purchase of any Skis/Snowboard

• Custom build your own package 
(Ski/Board + Boots + Bindings) and get:
� Best Price Guaranteed on all Skis & Snowboards
� 10% off regular priced boots
� 10% off regular priced bindings
� FREE professional mount & tune
� FREE shipping!*

* Standard ground shipping to destinations within the continental US 
Orders over $49.00
Does not include sale items

• BONUS OFFER - Save over 40% on a ski or snowboard transport bag when 
you purchase any regular price ski or snowboard! While supplies last

Heavy duty ski bags are padded, water resistant, and adjust to fit skis 165cm to 215cm.
Includes non-slip shoulder strap. Black with red trim.

40 liter Single ski bag #702008 - Regular $90.00    with Skis only $49.98

80 liter Double ski bag #702009 - Regular $160.00    with Skis only $89.98

52 liter snowboard bag has same features as ski bags, and fits boards 150 cm to 175 cm.

Snowboard bag #702010 - Regular $160.00   with Snowboard only $89.98

Best Price Guaranteed on all Skis & Snowboards

Climbers’    Festival

March 18-20, 2005
Las Vegas, Nevada

Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area
(On the edge of Las Vegas)

For  information and to register visit:
www.mountaingear.com/rrr 

or call: 800-829-2009

Benefiting: The Access Fund

and
more . . . 

Get your fill of world-class
crags, clinics and demos.

How to get your gear
from here to there

Telemark Ski Clinics
- by MOUNTAIN GEAR and FreeHeels

Beyond the Groomed Workshop
February 18 - 21, 2005
For over a decade FreeHeels has been holding
this President’s Day workshop for free-heelers
to learn how get down the mountains with
some style and grace, both on and off the
groomed.  Hosted by Whitewater ski area, this
fun-filled event takes advantage of the easy
accessibility to the backcountry and offers an
optional touring day on Monday.  Stay at the
Dancing Bear Inn, a classic hostel in the cool
mountain town of Nelson, BC, and learn from
two days of knowledge-packed workshops.
•Includes lift tickets, instruction, on-snow video and Saturday
night pizza party. •Avy and backcountry gear is a prerequisite
of participation in the backcountry day on Monday. 
•Recommended for intermediate through expert levels of skiers.

With Lodging #700163   $320.00            
W/O Lodging #700166   $230.00

Find out more online at 
www.freeheels.com

Thule Evolution 1600

Yakima Blacktop Pro

Safe,
Convenient,

Secure
Storage

Check out our wide selection of cargo boxes 
and car racks from these name brands

MOUNTAIN GEAR
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Scythe Jacket — by Patagonia
Insulated, hybrid soft shell made for hard-core

riders and skiers whose sole diet is maximum
vertical. Made from tough Deluge DWR-
treated, stretch-woven polyester that’s
highly breathable and has four-way stretch
for unparalleled mobility. A mini storm
skirt, with gripper elastic, holds firm
while waterproof 2-layer panels protect
shoulders from wet-through. Adjustable
collar is soft and skin-friendly.

Men’s: S-XL   Orbit Blue, Marmalade   
#103806   $269.00

Women’s: XS-L   Veridian   
#103816   $269.00

www.mounta ingear.com    •     800•829•2009 103

Telemark Skiing

Photo: Butch Adams   courtesy Black Diamond
Craig Hatton laying down tight arcs at 
Catherine’s Pass, Wasatch Backcountry, UT.

Marmalade

Veridian
Orbit Blue

Scythe Pant 
— by Patagonia
Streamlined for maximum
vertical speed and lightly
insulated so you can still
bust crud when the
temperature plummets.
Waterproof 2-layer panels
protect the knees and butt.
4-way stretch, soft pile, and
ingenious thigh vents round
out the features.

Men’s: 30-38   Black   #103823
$275.00

Women’s: 4-12   Black
#103830   $275.00 

Black

TeleKneesis Kneepads 
— by Black Diamond
Three molded high impact
plastic shells provide
articulated knee protection. 

One Size   #102002   $39.00

Frenzy — by Black Diamond
This pack follows a philosophy of
simplicity. The ergo molded
suspension handles tools, boards
and ropes with ease. Flap system
conveniently holds shovel, handle
and probe. Hydration system
compatible.

18L   Wt 2lb 14oz.   #102342   $109.00

28L   Wt 3lb 5oz.   #102342   $119.00

TM:22/Femme Fatale — by Atomic
Both skis feature damping inlays, consistent cap flexes and nice off-the-
groomed float. Thanks to ideal dimensions, the TM:22 is wide enough to
power through variable snow and narrow enough to carve on corduroy. With
exactly the same dimensions, the Femme Fatale optimizes, rather than just
softens, the flex pattern to match feminine style.

TM:22 150, 160, 170, 180, 190

•Dimensions 106-72-98 •Wt. 6lb 6oz. pr 

#103252   $459.00
Our Price $399.00 includes shipping

Femme Fatale 150, 160, 170, 180

•Dimensions 106-72-98 •Wt. 6lb 6oz. 

#103263   $459.00
Our Price $399.00 includes shipping

Venus G-Fit — by Garmont
Designed specifically for ripping free-heel women,
the Venus with G-Fit liner features a triple-injected
platform that is built for smaller feet and lighter-
weight skiers. Finally, a woman’s boot that combines
skiing performance with touring comfort.

Women’s: Mondo 23-26.5  
#103951   $499.00   with Skis $449.00

O2 — by Black Diamond
The lightest and strongest telemark cartridge
binding anywhere. Unique, one-piece toe plate
routes the cable underfoot so that all of your
lateral control orginates where it should - the boot.
Choose from three flex cartridges.

Stiffness: Free-Flex, Mid-Stiff, Ridiculously Stiff   
#102789   $189.00   with Skis $170.00

Ener-G G-Fit — by Garmont
Garmont's stiffest, burliest all-mountain telemark boot, the
Ener-G with G-Fit liner is suitable for steep chutes, high-speed
free-riding on and off piste, racing and ski-mountaineering.

Men’s: Mondo 23-30.5   
#103923   $599.00   with Skis $539.00

See footwear size conversion chart on page 90.

TM:22

Femme Fatale
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Passive Protection

Hexentrics

Range (mm) Weight Strength

Size min max gm kN Color Item # Price

1 11 19 19 10 cinnamon 902400 $9.75
2 14 21 22 10 coal 902400 $9.75
3 17 24 28 10 bronze 902400 $9.75
4 21 28 51 10 cinnamon 902400 $12.50
5 24 33 53 10 coal 902400 $13.50
6 27 39 64 10 bronze 902400 $14.00
7 33 46 86 10 cinnamon 902400 $14.00
8 39 54 94 10 coal 902400 $14.50
9 47 64 124 10 bronze 902400 $14.50
10 56 75 164 10 cinnamon 902400 $15.50
11 65 89 206 10 coal 902400 $15.50

Hexentrics — by Black Diamond
With over three decades of climbing testimonials in
the bag, Hexentrics still offer versatility and value.
An asymmetrical, easy-to-read design fits four
different crack configurations and simplifies
confusing spatial relationships. Durable cable clip-in
points, easier racking design and color-coded
anodization grace these lightweight workhorses.  

Set 1 - 11 (11)   #640094
Regular   $143.15 Our Price $128.80

Curve Hex — by Metolius
An upgrade on the classic hex, these pieces feature
curved faces for greater stability and versatility.
Offering the wide range of a cam, at a fraction of the
price, they round out your rack without breaking the
bank. Color-coded tubing makes identification easier
and the design allows four placement options. Pre-
wired to eliminate bulky entanglements.

Set 1 - 10 (10)   #640039 
Regular   $135.00   Our Price $119.00

Curve Hex

Range (mm) Weight Strength

Size min max gm kN Color Item # Price

1 10.6 15.5 23 6 gray 902950 $10.50
2 11.6 17 26 6 dark green 902950 $10.50
3 13.9 20 40 10 yellow 902950 $10.50
4 16.5 22.9 45 10 brown 902950 $10.50
5 21.5 27.9 51 10 light blue 902950 $13.50
6 26.7 33 59 10 red 902950 $13.50
7 31.8 42.2 76 10 green 902950 $15.50
8 39.9 51.3 105 10 maroon 902950 $15.50
9 49 66 142 10 dark blue 902950 $17.50
10 53.8 74.2 175 10 tan 902950 $17.50

Wired Rockcentrics
Range (mm) Weight Strength

Size min max gm kN Color Item # Price

3 25 33 48 14 orange 902898 $10.95
4 30 41 55 14 yellow 902898 $10.95
5 35 53 66 14 turquoise 902898 $13.25
6 41 67 81 14 red 902898 $13.25
7 48 88 104 14 blue 902898 $13.25
8 55 116 132 14 dark blue 902898 $15.50
9 64 149 166 14 purple 902898 $15.50

Dyneema Rockcentrics
Size min max gm kN Color Item # Price
3 25 33 48 14 orange 902900 $10.95

4 30 41 43 14 yellow 902900 $10.95
5 35 53 54 14 turquoise 902900 $13.25
6 41 67 69 14 red 902900 $13.25
7 48 88 91 14 blue 902900 $13.25
8 55 116 118 14 black 902900 $15.50
9 64 149 156 14 purple 902900 $15.50

Rockcentrics — by Wild Country
When between a rock and a hard place, this half-hex
design is perfect. Classic geometry is upgraded with
concave and convex curvatures, increasing contact
and adding strength in all four configurations. Made
from heat-treated extrusions, all pieces are clearly
numbered on the largest surface and are available
wired or pre-slung on color-coded Dyneema webbing.

Wired Rockcentrics

Set 3 - 9 (7)   #902897    
Regular   $92.65   Our Price $83.50

Dyneema Rockcentrics

Set 3 - 9 (7)   #902899    
Regular   $92.65   Our Price $83.50

Big Bros
Range (mm) Weight Strength

Size min max gm kN Color Item # Price

0.5 69 86 133 15 silver 902490 $69.95

1 81 109 176 15 red 902490 $69.95

2 101 145 204 15 purple 902490 $74.95

3 135 203 264 15 green 902490 $79.95

4 191 305 349 15 blue 902490 $79.95

5 287 467 578 15 gold 902490 $109.95

Big Bros — by Trango
These hombres can handle almost any big job from
fist crack to off-width placements. Telescoping
cylinders provide camming strength when loaded
and feature an expansion range that exceeds five
inches. A collar screw locks down with one hand for
greater hold in oddly shaped cracks. Six sizes expand
the range of the only multidirectional active pro.

Set .5 - 5 (6)   #616169   
Regular   $484.70   Our Price $436.25

Omega Pacific Caranut 
#625395   $8.75 

Metolius Extractor 
#102981   $14.95

Black Diamond Nut Tool 
#615128    $6.95  

Nut Tools   Pick the right tool for removing stubbornly stuck pro. 
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TerraFix 406 PLB Units 
— by ACR Electronics
Adapting nautical rescue technology to land-based
use, these Personal Locator Beacons send for help
when disaster strikes. When activated, a homing
signal and critical personal info are transmitted to
search and rescue. The I/O beams off exact
coordinates with an internal GPS, while the 
I interfaces with an external unit and weighs only 12
ounces. Rigorously tested for durability,
waterproofness, floatation, visibility and temperature
extremes. Includes 5-year Lithium battery and a 
5-year warranty.

•Wt. 12oz. w/batteries •Includes rubber holster

406 I/O GPS PLB #101101   $699.00

406 I PLB #101095   $599.00

52 MOUNTAIN GEAR

Backcountry Tools

rino 130 — by Garmin
Fusing radio communication with GPS navigation,
the newest rino maintains backcountry contact.
Upgrading with a weather radio, electronic
compass and barometric altimeter, the 130 still
transmits personal coordinates to any rino user
within a two-mile radius, and talks with any other
FRS or GMRS radio. Complete with a built-in
basemap, a PC interface and 24MB of internal
memory for downloading MapSource data. 
•Wt. 8oz. w/ 3 AA batteries (not included) •6.9" x 2.4" x 1.7"

#103726   Regular $374.99   OUR PRICE $349.00

Summit Atmospheric Data Center 
—  by Brunton
Aspiring meteorologists appreciate the data that
this portable weather center provides. Measures
wind speed, barometric pressure and elevation,
while also calculating wind chill, temperature
variation and predicting weather trends 12 hours
in advance. Storm and altimeter alarms alert
when the time comes to defer to your better
judgment.

•Wt. 2.4oz. •Waterproof 
•Measures wind, temp, pressure, elevation and water flow

#101104   $159.00

Sidewinder Cell Phone Charger 
This tiny 2.5-ounce charger powers
up the cell when the nearest outlet
is days away. Two minutes of
cranking is converted to six
minutes of talk time from any
backcountry area code.
Complete with an adaptor that
fits most major brands, it also
contains an LED that runs for
five minutes without any
external power source.

•Wt. 2.5oz.

#103703   $24.95

Solarroll 14 —  by Brunton
Unroll this portable collector in the
outdoors and instantly harvest solar
power. Weighing just 17 ounces, it

generates up to 14 Watts to operate sat
phones, digi cams or radios, and can

even recharge a car battery. The
durable and waterproof
floropolymer mat stows into an

included tube for easy packing
and can be joined with others to

increase output.
•Wt. 17oz. •Includes adaptor cables for various devices 

#102057   $399.00

Lite Tech 8 x 25mm — by Brunton
Waterproof and fogproof, the compact Lite Tech provides exceptional
optical clarity when spying on wildlife or scoping potential lines. An
Emerald Fire coating reduces glare and filters out harmful UV light,
while a rubber armor coating adds extra impact protection.

•Wt. 12oz. •4.5" x 5.2" x 1.6" •Includes carrying case and neck strap 

#103630   $99.00

Mountain Gear Tool w/ LED
Take care of those untimely backcountry
repairs with our Mountain Gear Multi
Tool.  It features a powerful set of pliers,
knife, Phillips and flathead screwdrivers, as well as a
saw blade, bottle opener, and an awl. Also included in this
versatile tool is an LED to illuminate the item you are working
on. Nylon sheath and batteries included.

•Wt: 6.5oz. •LED •Stainless Steel construction •Blade Length: 2.25 in. •5.5 in. Pliers

#103902   Regular $39.95   OUR PRICE $19.95

$50 REBATE On TerraFix 406 Personal Locator Beacons
Good thru 12-31-04
Rebate is good on TerraFix 406 I/O GPS PLB and TerraFix 406 I PLB.
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Stoves & Cookware

WindPro Stove — by MSR
This ultralight remote-canister stove
weighs less than seven ounces. Nesting
inside a one-liter pot, the design adjusts
easily, sits on a stable base and requires
no priming. A wind-screen/reflector
combo is included to reduce boil time in
windy alpine weather.

•Wt. 6.8oz.

WindPro   #346038    $69.95

Trillium Stove Base   #400500    $19.95

Windscreen Kit   #400014   $9.95

Mini Solo Titanium Cookset
— by SnowPeak
Clocking in at a mere 5.5 ounces,
this titanium set is perfect when
eating alone. The one-liter pot boils
water for freeze-dried entrées and
the cup is sized right for tea, miso
or matte. Foldout handles make
gripping easy when dining out on a
ledge or perched on a ridge.

•Wt. 5.5oz.

#401213   $49.95

Titanium Cafe Press 
— by SnowPeak
Play backcountry barista with this tall,
17 fl oz. titanium press and cup. 

#102035   $49.95  

Titanium 450ml Single Cup 
#102045   $19.95

GigaPower Stove — by SnowPeak
Lighter than any other stove, this 2.5-ounce
cooker fits in the palm of your hand. The
stainless steel spindle keeps the flame
under control, a self-lighter eliminates the
need for blue tips and the virtual mini-
blowtorch boils a liter of water in under
three minutes time. 

•Wt. 2.5oz. •Fuel not included

GigaPower Titanium Auto Stove
#401200   $74.95

Windscreen #401204   $8.95

Trek 700 Titanium Pot 
— by SnowPeak
This sub-five-ounce titanium pot is
at its ideal weight. It easily nests
a fuel canister and is covered by a
slotted lid that can be lifted
painlessly with a single utensil. 24
ounces of capacity makes it big
enough for a steaming-hot helping
of protein, fat and carbs.

•Wt. 4.8oz.

#346120   $29.95

Jetboil Complete Cooking System
— by JETBOIL
Capable of boiling two cups of water in less
than 2 minutes, this integrated system is
twice as efficient as any conventional stove.
Five components–a heat exchanger,
blowtorch burner, slotted windscreen,
removable one-liter sip-spout cup and
neoprene cozy–inter-lock securely and total
only 15 ounces. The whole assembly sets
stably on top of a JetPower fuel canister,
which supplies enough power to boil 12
liters of water. 

•Wt. 15oz. •2 minute boil time  •Fuel not included

#103697   $79.95

IsoPro Fuel 4oz.
#103620   6 pack for $23.00

IsoPro Fuel 8oz.
#103621   6 pack for $29.00

Jetpower Fuel 110 (3.5oz.)  
#103705   6 pack for $23.00

GigaPower Fuel 110 (3.9oz.)
#103622   6 pack for $16.95

GigaPower Fuel 250 (7.8oz.) 
#103623   6 pack for $23.00

Titanium Utensils — by SnowPeak
No reason to waste weight on heavy metal
when titanium could complete your alpine
dinner setting. Birch and stainless chopsticks
collapse and the Spork is simply ingenious. 

Carry-on Chopsticks   #401221   $19.95

Titanium Fork & Spoon Set   #410219   $8.95

Titanium Spork   #401220   $8.95

4-Piece Titanium Cookset
— by SnowPeak
Refusing to sacrifice taste for
weight, this four-piece culinary set
supplies the tools to really cook.
Easy-gripping foldout handles ease
prep and the lid doubles as a plate
when its time to chow down. The
cup is marked with measurements
and the small pot nests a canister.

•Wt. 11oz.

#346119   $64.95

Fuel up with the right pressurized canister for your stove.

Raptor Stove — by Optimus
A wide flame and sturdy platform 
highlight this light and compact canister
stove. Schooled in the alpine culinary
method, it weighs only five ounces, lights
with a single click of the piezo system
and adjusts with a simple simmer knob.
Blasting out 11,000-BTUs, it boils water
quickly and the two-inch-square size
nests in the smallest single-serving pots

•Wt. 5oz. •Piezo ignition

#102060   $39.95

CanStand   #103898   $10.00

Shown with
CanStand
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Women’s Everyday

Saturn Knit Beanie — by prAna
Rings give this knit beanie a cosmically cool look. Set
against a solid loose knit backdrop, the multicolored
accents add vibrancy to any outfit and the snug fit
stays extra cozy.

•Poly/wool/acrylic

One Size   Blue, Brown, Green   #103800   $22.00

www.mounta ingear.com    •     800•829•2009 29

Mauve

Brown

Blue

Green

Brown

TKA Artesian 1/4 Zip — by The North Face
Soft and efficient, this fitted style is just asking to be
layered. Resistant to pilling and warm for its weight,
the 200-weight fleece dries quickly when soaked and
stays in shape when used for vigorous activity.
Finished with a deep front venting zip and raglan
sleeves.

•TKA 200 Artesian fleece

Women’s: S-XL   Sagegrass, Red Glaze   #107662   $74.95

Sagegrass

Red Glaze

Black

Brown

Providence — by Keen
A slipless, stylish and comfortable clog is how we
describe the Providence. Waterproof leather stays
attractive, a cushiony midsole absorbs impact when
walking and a deep heel cup provides slip-in security.
A soft leather interior and wicking Cambrelle lining
makes going without socks a well-deserved post-
workout possibility.

Women’s: 5-11   Bison   #103208   $79.95

Stripe

Mauve

Indigo

Toast

Double Cross Top — by Stonewear Designs
Twistless double straps and a silhouetted shape
have made this a confident choice for active girls
who need a supportive top. The reshaped inner bra
improves next to skin comfort, cotton jersey fabric
stays unbound and a pinch of Lycra helps it hold an
athletic posture.

•Cotton/Lycra Jersey fabric •Wide and narrow back straps

Women’s: XS-L   Stripe, Mauve   #102262   $39.00

Microfleece Hoodie — by prAna
Clean style and an attractive shape are the defining
characteristics of this cozy fleece hoodie. Providing
just enough fuzz to stay comfy, Polartec 100 sits
soft against the skin with a chamois-velour finish
and is the perfect way to warm up any winter day.

•Polartec 100-weight fleece

Women’s: S-L   Mauve, Brown   #102746   $69.00

Trinity Pant — by prAna
Fitted in the body and tailored from a great
multipurpose blend, the Trinity matches your
daily pace. Drying quickly during activity and
staying soft from dawn to dusk, the pant comes
complete with a single side cargo, reinforced
knees and an adjustable internal belt

•Poly/cotton/nylon

Women’s: XS-L   Brown, Black   #104010   $59.00

Hemp Pant — by Stonewear Designs
This eco-friendly Hemp Pant is the casual
definition of smart style. The loose fit sits on the
hips for both sunrise-to-sunset comfort and a
feminine style. Harvested Hemp Twill feels cool
on the skin while walking the dog or taking time
to smell the flowers.

•Hemp/cotton/lycra blend

Women’s: XS-L   Indigo, Toast   #102601   $65.00
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Women’s Everyday

Coral Beanie — by prAna
The best way to liven up long mountain winters is
with a new beanie. This warm acrylic version stands
out because of its unique chain link texture and snug
stretch fit. When it gets a wee bit chilly out it can be
pulled down over the ears for extra protection.
•Acrylic

One Size   Orange, Olive, Black   #102162   $20.00

Covert V-Neck — by Arc’Teryx
A beautiful piece that takes to the hills or to town
with equal ease. Distinctively textured with
woolly Thermal Pro fleece, it feels soft and stays
warm. Made extra special with a silhouetted
princess cut and a single laminated arm pocket, it
exhibits a style all its own.

•Thermal Pro sweater knit •Laminated sleeve pocket

Women’s: XS-L   Redwood, Black   #102751   $109.00

Crystal Wash Tee — by prAna
Express your inner color with this hand dyed
3/4-sleeve top. A henna print is detailed with
rhinestones for eye catching flash and the
close fitting style looks good whether heading
to an early yoga class or running Saturday
errands. 

•Cotton •Hand dyed

Women’s: XS-L   Wine, Green   #101759   $38.00

Plush Synchilla Hoody — by Patagonia
You’ll always need a good hoodie and this fleece
full-zip is a must-have for thriving in cold winter
climates. Made with smooth-faced fleece, a
contoured fit and a snug hood, it comfortably wraps
the standard sweatshirt style into a plush package
of winter warmth.

•Synchilla fleece

Women’s: XS-L   Wildberry, Black   #103352   $69.00

Wine

Green

Wildberry

Santa Cruz — by Keen
For the cold season nothing matches the casual
comfort of a slip-on. This stylish one shows a
waterproof leather exterior, yet wicks moisture and
feels soft sockless by virtue of internal Pig Suede and
Cambrelle. A sticky non-marking sole can be worn
around the house, stretch Gore slits allow easy on/off
and a signature toe guard keeps toes unstubbed.

•Carbon non-marking sole

Women’s: 5-11   Moss   #103254   $74.95

OrangeOlive

Black

Denim

Black

Redwood

Black

Gamut Pant — by Arc’Teryx
These sporty pants are a daily favorite of girls who
work hard at play. Made with enduring canvas for
strong styling, they are flavored with a youthful
aesthetic that features contrasting zips, a sub-navel
rise and a relaxed hip-hanging cut.

•Heavy cotton canvas

Women’s: 4-12   Taupe, Bamboo   #103794   $85.00

Devaki Pant — by prAna
Already in high demand, this distressed-denim
pant is simply loaded with everyday style.  Pant
legs snap up to capri length when the going gets
hot and the belt-looped waist fits with a low-hip
rise. Side zip two-snap cargos and contrast
stitching complete the flavorful feel. 

•Cotton/lycra distressed denim •Snap and zip cargos

Women’s: XS-L   Denim   #102251   $72.00

Bamboo

Taupe
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